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Rabbits strength

1) You have got to look after rabbits otherwise they get feisty and start

biting and no one wants a biting rabbit. However rabbits are lovely 
creatures really. I have some of my own and I love them very much!

This is good for rabbits to have a stretch 

and also to have a good hop. They are very 

Cute. REMEMBER RABBITS NEED 

THEIR STRENGTH!!! This is called a run.



Cleaning each over

2) Rabbits love to clean each other, in fact I see my rabbits clean each 
other every day. THEY LOVE IT !!!!! This is what they look like.

Very cute right? They look adorable

They also like cleaning themselves 

SO CUTE!!!!



Feed rabbits

3) Rabbits need feeding at least once a day my boy rabbit 🐇 rocky 
loves eating his food.😃
As you can see here there’s also grass around it 
there also allowed  to eat grass kale, carrots 🥕
they can also eat hay. Straw is what they sleep 
on.



CLEANING RABBITS OUT

4) You need to clean rabbits out every week especially the litter tray 
which they poop in 💩 (yuck).

• LOOK at this girl cleaning the 
hutch                                                                 hutch for her rabbit.



Rabbits home

5) Rabbits need a home to live in. They can either  live inside or 
outside, the best place is outside because they have fur to keep them 
warm, but it’s your  choice.

It needs to be at least this big. 

Rabbits need to have space.



Thanks for reading

6) Thank you  for reading my work all about rabbits I hope you learnt a 
lot and enjoyed this as much as I enjoy my rabbits.

HOPE YOU ENJOYED MY PRESENTATION!!!



Glossary

Words important to rabbits.

• Home

• Litter tray

• Food 

• Strength

• Run 

These are words either rabbits need or rabbits really want.


